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Abstract

This paper preseats an adaptive model for multi-agent learn-
ing based on the metaphor of economic markets, that can cope
with the non-stationary and partially observable nature of an
information filtering task. Various learning and ~4apt.ation
techniques - i.e. reinforcement learning, bidding price adjust-
meat and relevance feedback - are integrated into the model.
As a result of this integration learning through the model
exploits market competition in order to dynamically consU’uct
mixtures of ’local experts’ f~om selfish agents. The model is
embedded into SIGMA (System of Information Gathering
Market-basod Agents) for information filtering of Useaet net-
news. The functionality of the system is discussed together
with work underway for its evaluation.

Introduction
There has been a growing interest in employing machine
learning techniques in information filtering (IF) due, in part,
to the capabilities of such techniques to deal with multi-
dimensional, partially structured, and noisy data. The latter
characterize, on one hand, information services such as
Usenet, newswire feeds, the World Wide Web and reposito-
ries of electronic documents; and on the other, users’ inter-
ests that need to be mapped onto these environments over
time. Work in this research area includes the application of
neural networks, genetic algorithms and case-based reason-
ing for learning user profiles (Jennings & Higuchi 1992;
Baclace 1993; Sheth & Maes 1993; Hammond et al. 1994);
and information-theoretic classification for categorizing doc-
uments based on users’ preferences and on usage pattern
analysis (Lang 1995; Armstrong et al. 1995). These learning
techniques are cast into single agent frameworks and do not,
therefore, exploit the distributed and asynchronous flow of
information in the aforementioned environments. In addi-
tion, the input space of an IF task is usually partially observ-
able and non-stationary. Since these techniques follow a
global, monolithic approach to the learning problem, their
success in coping with the intricacies of the IF task may
inherently be limited.

Within the statistics and computational learning
communities, the idea of distributing a learning problem
among a set of ’local experts’ has been proposed for
robustness against partial observability and non-stationadty
(McLachlan & Basford 1988; Jordan & Jacobs 1994). These
’local experts’ compete with each other in order to acquire
local expertise in regions of the input space which may be
overlapping. In the models so developed, gating of the
experts is fixed and often depends on prior assumptions about
the input data distributions. Furthermore, in these models the
local experts compete so that a single winner typically
accounts for each input example. In many learning tasks,
however, it may be better that more than one expert accounts
for a single example. This is the case for instance with the IF
task where some articles occur independently of each other
and others occur with dependencies (e.g. multi-threads,
cross-postings, etc.). An additional advantage of a multiple
expert approach to the IF task is that only a few experts may
be applied combinatorially to account for a large set of
example articles in the input space.

In this work, we therefore propose an adaptive model for
multi-agent learning based on the metaphor of economic
markets, that suits the characteristics of the IF task. The
activities in an IF system are characterized by competition for
resources. On one hand, users that arrive in the system are
endowed with limited resources such as time and money, and
different interests. Users with higher budgets and presumably
a greater willingness to pay for information services, e.g.
specialized newswire feeds, should be distinguished from
users with lower budgets. On the other hand, the system
contains agents which have asymmetric information and
different inference technologies. Depending on their skills,
these agents may charge higher prices for services that
require higher capacity or access at periods of high demand.
Markets have been devised within economics for allocating
limited or scarce resources among competing agents. They
provide the machinery for decentralized decision-making
where each agent processes only asymmetric and local
information in order to evaluate decisions regarding goods
and services. Because of their decentralized and local nature,
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markets can spontaneously be developed for the exchange of
goods according to local needs; they can also adjust to
unforeseeable changes.

Most of the market-like systems that have been developed
focus on f’mding an appropriate agent for solving a single task
(Huberman & Hogg 1995). In addition, learning within these
systems occurs either by mixing market and heuristic
mechanisms for adjusting prices, or by auction mechanisms
for determining market equilibrium prices at pre-specified
users’ preferences (Weilmnn 1994). These design
assumptions limit the applicability of those market-like
systems to the IF task. Thus, our working hypothesis for
dealing with the task under scrutiny is to devise a
computational market model that can support multi-good
allocation, learn and ~d~pt to changes in the demands and
supplies of goods and be robust with respect to the dynamics
of the task environment. To realize this hypothesis, in the rest
of this paper we develop the appropriate learning and
~d~ptation techniques - i.e. reinforcement learning, bidding
price adjustment and relevance feedback - and show how
they are integrated into the multi-agent learning model of
SIGMA (System for Information Gathering Market-based
Agents).

Overview of SIGMA
SimiLarly to economic markets, the computational economy
of SIGMA can be defined in terms of goods and agents that
produce and consume those goods. The goods traded in
SIGMA are information items (e.g. news articles) in differ-
ent representation forms depending on the stage of process-
ing. The agents are of two general categories: (i) the
consumer agents and (ii) the producer agents. A consumer
represents a user’s goal and preferences for a filtering activ-
ity over a time period. The other category of agents, produc-
ers, transform goods from an input form into an output form
according to their technologies. In response to a consumer’s
demand for goods they enter the local market and compete
with each other to serve as efficiently as possible the
demands for goods from other agents -- consumers or other
producers -- within the market.

Figure 1 depicts the SIGMA computational market for
netnews IF. There are two main types of producers1: (i) the
Feature Extractors (FE) which transform each news article 
generic input good) into a document indexing representation;
and (ii) the Profde Generators (PG) which are mid-producers
since each of them takes as input a subset of the output of the
FE producers and transforms it into a prof’de (a compact
representation of documents) which the PG agent expects
will satisfy the respective consumer’s interests. The
consumer in the SIGMA market is the Prof’fle Selector (PS)

lIn section 4 we introduce additional types of producers for manag-
ing resources and communication within SIGMA.

agent. We next define the behaviors that are embedded into
the FE, PG and PS agents.

FE Agent Its purpose is to transform raw information
contained in an article into a feature-based knowledge
representation formalism that can be used to reason about the
article. The vector space model (VSM) is used for
implementing this formalism (Salton & McGill, 1983). The
behaviors of an FE agent are: (i) request articles at regular
intervals from the agent handling the Usenet repository and
process them to create their VSM representation; and (ii)
retrieve, on response to a PG agent’ s query specifying a set of
newsgroups, all articles in VSM form which match the
newsgroups in question. The inputs of an FE are raw articles
containing structured information in their header part (author,
location, newsgroup, etc.) as well as unstructured information
in their text part. The outputs of an FE are the VSM
representations of articles and word frequency tables. FE
agents are distributed across newsgroups based on the first
level of domain hierarchy (e.g. one FE for all ’comp.*’
newsgroups).

PG Agent. Upon creation it is initialized with a profile
that contains the same field values as the ones in the
structured and unstructured parts of the query profile
specified by the user. When selected at bidding the agent
explores the newsgroups in its current profile and selects the
articles that maximize its profits. The f’fltering technology
that is employed for producing the selection of articles is
based upon similarity metrics of the VSM representation. The
behaviors of a PG agent are: (i) adjust the selling price of 
article by using current performance data and submit it for
bidding; (ii) retrieve VSM articles from appropriate 
agents, determine which articles to purchase Coy employing
prof’de similarity metrics calculated through the next
behavior) such that profits are maximized and purchase those
articles from the respective FE agents; (iii) maintain its
prof’de using article evaluation feedback obtained through the
PS agent and calculate profile similarity metrics. The inputs
of a PG are VSM articles from FEs and article evaluation
feedback from PS. The outputs of a PG are its bidding price
and its collection of selected articles that are submitted to the
PS agent.

PS Agent. It is endowed with a budget B which is a
constraint on how much it can spend each time on buying
articles from PGs at prices that depend on the bidding process
and on the relevance of each article. Given this constraint the
decision task of a PS agent at each time t amounts to buying
from the set of the producers that have won the bidding at
time t, a bundle of goods (i.e. articles) such that the user’s
cumulative rewards from buying goods in the long term is
maximized. These rewards reflect the contribution of the
articles towards satisfying the user’s goal in the particular
filtering activity. Through this feedback the PS agent should
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Figure 1: The flow of goods in the IF application of SIGMA.

learn a policy that allocates its budget among the PS agents as
satisfactorily as possible. The behaviors of a PS agent are: (i)
construct a profile using the value and constraints of the
user’s query (ii) receive and select corresponding bids; (iii)
select articles from PG agents such that utility estimates are
maximized; (iv) update utility estimates with user feedback.
The inputs of a PS agent are the bidding prices and the
collections of articles from PG agents as well as the article
evaluation feedback from the user. The outputs of a PG agent
are the set of producers that win the bid and the set of articles
that are selected for presentation to the user.

It should be noted that the above three types of agents
exhibit two levels of learning and ~d~ptation within SIGMA.
At the individual level the FE agents learn how to compress
the noisy and partially structured information of an article
into a set of keywords which should be significant for any
faltering activity on that article. The PG agents learn, through
user feedback, user prof’fles which represent local interests
within possibly overlapping partitions of the input space. The
PS agents employ user feedback to adapt their actions for
selecting articles to ones that better satisfy the user’s goal in
a particular IF task. At the inter-agent level the PG agents
compete with each other via the bidding mechanism and
adapt their selling prices according to the PS’s demand for
their articles. The PS agents learn through user feedback how
to combine the local profdes of the PG agents and map them
into selections of articles that are as relevant as possible to the
user’s interests. Since a PS agent purchases articles from

more than one PG agent this should enhance the robustness of
the system with respect to the uncertainties of the input space.
In the next section we develop the techniques which are
incorporated in SIGMA for realizing the aforementioned
learning and adaptation behaviors.

Learning and Adaptation in SIGMA

The type of good which is exchanged most and which is at
the center of all learning and adaptation behaviors within
SIGMA, is the VSM representation of an article. Like any
other type of document an article contains structured infor-
marion in its header part (author, subject, newsgroup, etc.) 
well as uuslrucmred information in its text part. A query sub-
mitted by a user to SIGMA consists of fields that correspond
to the structured part of a news article -- namely author(s),
subject(s), newsgroup(s) and organization(s) -- and a 
that corresponds to the unstructured part -- namely text key-
word(s). The so-defined VSM representations of articles are
being produced, exchanged and maintained through the fol-
lowing four learning and adaptation behaviors that are
embedded in SIGMA agents: (i) feature extraction in FEs,
(ii) relevance feedback in PGs, (iii) bidding price adjustment
in PGs and (iv) learning by mixtures of producers in PSs.

Feature extraction in FEs
The text of an article is first processed to eliminate noisy
words by using a stop-list. It is then parsed by using Wordnet
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for extracting stemmed terms, namely nouns, adjectives, get-
tmds and past participles. These terms are used for calculat-ing the term frequency tft ’ d of term t in document d and for

calculating the document frequency dft of term t in all N
documents that the particular FE agent has currently come
across. In effect, each FE agent maintains a term frequency
table using articles from the newsgroups to which the agent
is allocated. The above frequency measures are used to cal-
culate a weight for each term via the tf-idfformula (Salton 
McGill, 1983), i.e.w(t, d)) = ’ d xlog(lN[/dft)

(1)

The intuition behind this weighting scheme is that terms
with high tf-/dfvalues are unlikely to appear in a document by
chance. The terms of the article with the top 20 sorted
weights1 are then assigned to the keyword field of the VSM
representation whereas the rest of the terms are discarded.
Given this representation, two documents can be compared
for similarity by calculating the cosine of the angle between
the two respective vectors of weights. This similarity
measure is used by the PG agents for selecting articles.

Relevance feedback and pricing in PGs

As already mentioned, upon creation, a PG agent is initial-
ized with the query profile. Throughout its operation the
agent updates its profile using the user evaluation feedback
of the article (an integer in the range [0,5]) as forwarded 
the PS agent. Since an article may be produced by multiple
PGs the PS distributes the evaluation feedback in equal pro-
portions to the respective PGs. The term weight vector of the
PGi’s profile w(t, PGi) is updated according to (Salton 
Bucldey 1987)

w(t, PGi) = w(t, PGi) + a . r . w(t, d) (2)

where a is the learning rate, r is the reward received from PS
and w(t,d) is the term weight vector of document d. For new
document terms to be added to the profile via (2) a lower
learning rate is used so that the relative importance of new
terms with respect to existing terms is restricted.

In addition, the PGi agent maintains the weights of
newsgroups in the newsgroup field of its profde. The weight
of a newsgroup is def’med as the probability of articles from
that newsgroup being relevant given the vector of
newsgroups in the PGi’s profile. It is estimated by calculating
the relative precision of articles from that newsgroup using
the user evaluation feedback. The newsgroup weights are
updated by a formula similar to (2). Since PGs are limited-
resource agents there is a pre-specified limit to the number of

1In Salton and Buckley (1987) a restriction on the number of words
had only a minor effect on the performance of a retrieval system.

newsgroups that can be included in their profiles. In effect,
newsgroups that become less relevant compared to the other
newsgroups of the field are dropped from the profile. When
submitting a request for articles to an FE the PGi sends the
current list of newsgroups with ’~ additional newsgroups
picked from the domain of FE according to the similarity of
those additional newsgroups with the existing ones. This
feature makes the PG agents proactive and enables them to
cope with new newsgroups.

The task of a PGi agent is to compete with other PG agents
via the price bidding mechanism. If the agent wins the bid, it
produces articles at the bidding price that maximize its
profits. The state variables determining the agent’s
perception of its opportunities for profit maximization are an
index of its own efficiency level coi , def’med as

#times won bidding#articles accepted x (3)c°i = #articles proposed #times bidded

and a vector determining the efficiency levels of its competi-
tors si. In (3) the first ratio is the precision rate in the perfor-
mance of PGi. This ratio is weighted by the rate of successful
bidding in order to prevent early convergence to a market
with a few dominant producers.

To determine its bidding price a PGi agent reasons as
follows. When the agent sells an article k at price Pi, with the
similarity between the article and its prof’fle denoted by Ylk,
it receives from consumer PS revenue Pi’Yik" Since the
articles being produced by a PGi at any time are of varying
quality the revenue generated from selling them is a function
of the quality of each article. Thus, at any time producers,
who based on their technology, sold high quality articles
receive more revenue than producers that sold low quality
articles. Suppose each PGi has constant marginal costs mc for
producing an article; let Yl be the average similarity of
articles produced during the last time that PGi won a bidding.
The profits that PGi expects to gain if it wins the bidding are
then defined by

I-I((% st, Yl) = [Pi" Yi- mc] . O(COilsi, Yi) (4)

where o(coi[si,$i), to be defined in the sequel, is the market
share of PGi’s goods as a function of their characteristics

Yl. The reason for multiplying the price with the average
quality is because the latter characterizes the type of good
that the PGi agent is expected to produce at the bidding
price.

The market share of a PGi is given by the probability that
a consumer PS will choose a good with average quality Yi"
Omitting details due to lack of space we estimate this
probability by
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O(coi]$i’ Yi) = exp[col-- (Pi " Yl)]l

[" 11 + ~, exp[toj-(pj.pj)]
j--I

(5)

It is worth pointing out the similarity of the market share as
given by (5) with the "soft" partitioning of an input space
derived through the "mixture of experts" model (Jordan 
Jacobs 1994).

Since PGi chooses prices to maximize profits, first-order
conditions of (4) give

PI=(1 +mc?y~i- o(~ilsi, 9,)
(6)

where o(coilsi, Yi) is given by (5). If a i agent wins the
bid it produces articles that have similarity higher than a par-
titular threshold. This threshold can be set statically, or
updated during learning by the PGi agent.

Learning by mixtures of producers
The PS consumer wants to learn a mapping from user’s inter-
ests to articles. The state of the consumer (xn zt) is defined
by an observable part, vector xt, whose elements are the val-
ues in the fields of the user’s profile; and an unobservable
part, vector zt- Although some elements of zt maY be
revealed through the learning process and assigned values,
there will always be a part of the state that will remain unob-
served. In addition, the processes that generate the state
(xr zt) as well as articles over Usenet are non-stationary.
The task environment is therefore partially observable and
non-stationary. To cope with such features the consumer
learns the aforementioned mapping by learning how to fuse
the inferences made by producers.

Thus, the task of the PS agent is to learn a policy that
decides from which producer to buy the next article. The
above state representation does not support this learning task.
Instead, we use cot = (con, sn), namely the vector 
efficiency levels of PGs. The PS agent learns a policy
n:t~ --, A that maps agents’ efficiency levels into actions of
buying the next article from a particular producer. The
optimization task can be formulated in terms of the Bellman
equation of the Q-value function as follows

Qn*(con at) = E{R(t°v at) + Vn*(cot+ 1)} (7)

where n* is the optimal policy and R(cor at) is the total net
reward from buying at articles from producers at time t, i.e.

M#

R(cot" at) = Z [r(cor atJ) + Bt- c(atj)] (8)

j=l

In (8) r(cot, aq) is the reward that the PS agent receives from
buying a# articles from PGj at time t; Bt is PS’s budget; and
c(aq) is the cost of buying aq articles from PGj. This cost
is given by

ao

c(atJ) = Z Ptj" Ytjk (9)

kffil

We have developed a learning algorithm for implementing
this learning behavior of the PS agent based on earlier work
in (Karakoulas, 1995).

Discussion
There are two main reasons for arguing in favor of an eco-
nomic-based paradigm for IF. One is the intuitive reason of
representing the competitiveness for limited resources and
pragmatic considerations of costing according to the demand
for and quality of information services. The other is the
meta-leaming role that a computational market can play
through its pricing mechanism. The efficiency of a market
being created to satisfy local needs is distilled into its prices.

The "mixture-of-producers" learning paradigm of
SIGMA has been specifically designed to cope with the non-
stationary and partially observable nature of the environment
of information streams such as Usenet. This is in contrast to
related work on IF (Jennings & Higuchi 1992; Baclace 1993;
Sheth & Maes 1993) that does not take into consideration
these intrinsic complexities of the domain. Furthermore, the
PS and PG agents are proactive, capable of continuously
exploring their information environment and ~dspting to new
user interests and information streams. Due to the distributed,
decentralized, and asynchronous nature of information
services there is need for a decentralized decision-making/
control mechanism -- like the market mechanism embedded
in SIGMA -- to support a software architecture for intelligent
access to information streams and repositories.

The SIGMA market model has been implemented as a
collection of specialized CALVIN (Communicating Agents
Living Vicariously in Networks) agents. The CALVIN agent
framework is an open architecture for facilitating the
development of highly concurrent, embedded agent-oriented
applications (Fergnson & Davlouros 1995). As such, the
framework provides application developers with a powerful
set of agent programming tools including libraries of intra-
and inter-agent protocols, sensory and effectory apparatus,
internal agent behavior APIs, persistent storage management,
and support for pre-emptive (anytime) scheduling 
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Figure 2: SIGMA agent-level system description.
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behaviors, among others. Figure 2 shows the agent-level
description of the system. In addition to the three main types
of agents - FE, PG and PS - the system includes the Usenet
Wrapper (UW) agent for retrieving Usenet articles from the
network; the Repository Managers RM1 and RM2 for
maintaining repositories of articles in VSM form; and the Bid
Manager (BM) for brokering the bidding process between 
and PS agents.

The current focus of our work is on system evaluation. We
plan to evaluate the IF application through two sets of
experiments. The first of these concerns performance
evaluation of the learning and ~daptation techniques
embedded in SIGMA. The main hypothesis of the proposed
multi-agent learning approach is that it scales to the non-
stationary and partially observable IF tasks better than
monolithic learning approaches. We need to evaluate
empirically this hypothesis by comparing the performance of
SIGMA comprising only one PG agent (i.e. a monopoly)
against its performance when more than one PG is employed;
also how performance changes when the number of PGs
increases. The ~a~ptivity of the system will be evaluated by
comparing SIGMA with a non-adaptive version of the system
that does not include the PG and PS agents. The system
should also be compared against other Usenet filtering
systems that are available over the Intemet. The same user
profile will be submitted to the systems under evaluation and
their performance will be tracked on a daily basis. The second
set of experiments involves measuring the potentially
improved access to Usenet that is provided to users through
SIGMA. For this purpose we are creating data collections of
Usenet usage by recording subjects’ actions while browsing
their newsgroups on a daily basis over a period of three
months. The respective volume of the original Usenet articles
during this period is also stored. We plan to train SIGMA
using the data of the first two months and then evaluate its
performance on the data of the third month. Such evaluation
should show how the system compares with the manual
filtering of Usenet by the subjects.
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